GS Members and Supporters Survey- THE OUTDOORS
http://gsmembersupportersurvey.weebly.com/

OTHER RESPONSES to the question: “How much do you pay to rent a council
camp for a large event?”
Multiple responses…
 $500/unit (2 responses)
 $1000+ (2 responses)
 $6500 (2 responses)
 Depends on facility, number of participants, number of units, activities, etc. (13
responses)
 Don’t use council properties due to availability, cost, travel time, etc. (19 responses)
 I don’t know/unsure (64 responses)
 N/A (2 responses)
 No charge (3 responses)
 Per person charge (4 responses)
Single responses…
 $500+
 $600 for the weekend, don't know about day price.
 $800
 Almost $900
 1000
 $1,200
 1700 for a weekend!
 $2000 per weekend
 $10 - 165 for Day camp
 $175 to $375 depending on campsite
 $200 range unless it is a camporee then obviously more
 $300 for two nights, 26 people plus $21 per person for food service, no option to cook
on our own
 $400 or more unless we are doing Girl Scout program - journey, badge
 10.00/pp (weekend 2 nights)
 $12/ person plus fees
 $45-135 per person for weekend
 $50 per girl
 Between $125-$600 depending on whether it is a rested camp or not. Our local camp
would cost $300

















Current rate for troop houses, no discount
Depends on event; some require a per-person charge and others are group rental for
essentially the entire camp, perhaps minus a unit.
Depends on the camp $175 to $375
Depends on the camp. The largest camp is between $300 - $400. A smaller camp is
$175.
Depends on the size - over $300 is typical
Free unless overnight. Then $50
Girls Astronomy Events- Zero
If it is open to the entire council it is free, If for SU event close to $1000 for the camp
It is a big camp that sleeps 500!
Our Camporee this fall will cost $800 for 150 people to stay two nights, just for cabin
rentals
Troops pay their own we rent main building for first level above.
We are given discounts if registration numbers are met by a certain date in Sept/Oct
We pay by the unit, but it’s never under $600 for our SU
We pay by unit ($300-$500 per unit that house 25-40 persons)
We pay the $120 per site needed which accommodates 20 per site.

Responses are presented “as is”. They have not been edited for spelling or grammar.

